Abstract-Sister
INTRODUCTION
Sister Yue's song is spread in Shitang ancient village of Renhua County, Shaoguan city in North Guangdong. It is selected as the third batch of provincial intangible cultural heritage of Guangdong Province on October 16, 2009. Sister Yue's song originates from the Tang Dynasty (to be investigated), and its ceremonial activities are from August 1st to August 15th each year. The process is divided into three parts: "great sister Yue"-"fascinate sister Yue"-"send sister Yue". The singers of sister Yue's song are all women, so it is a kind of feminine folklore culture. During the activity of "Sister Yue's Hall", the female feelings and the pursuit of a better life are expressed through singing hundreds of songs that reflect the theme of daily life and local customs. Sister Yue's song is not only a sacrificial activity, but also a major part of the spiritual and cultural life of the local women.
The folk inheritance of sister Yue's song is the main channel to spread and inherit the folk music culture of sister Yue's song. The folk inheritance types of sister Yue's song are divided into two categories according to the difference in status of the spreader and the inheritor: group inheritance and individual inheritance activities. Group inheritance is a kind of natural inheritance mode formed in daily entertainment and folk custom activities. There is no so-called spreading and inheriting relationship between participating individuals, since each participant is both spreader and inheritor and unconscious learning is the established form of accepting inheritance. This way of inheritance is far-reaching. Individual inheritance can be divided into two categories with obvious relationship between teachers and apprentices and no obvious relationship between teachers and apprentices. The author have been following up on-the-spot research on Music Activities of sister Yue's song since 2012, and now an elaboration on the survey of its inheritors is made.
II. INHERITANCE GENEALOGY OF SISTER YUE'S SONG
According to legend, "sister Yue's song" was sung among mother-in-law, sister-in-law, and sisters in the way of oral teaching from the Tang Dynasty. Because of the age, the genealogy cannot be studied. Only after the establishment of the Progenitor spectrum in six years of Chongzhi in the Qing Dynasty did the following genealogy is established in " Table  I" and "Table II": TABLE I.   THE GENEALOGY OF SISTER YUE'S SONG IN SHUANGFENG VILLAGE   generation  Name  gender  date of birth  cultural level  Residence  the first generation  Unknown  female  Qing dynasty  Unknown  Shitang village  the second generation  Unknown  female  Qing dynasty  Unknown  Shitang village  the third generation  Unknown  female  Qing dynasty  Unknown  Shitang village  the fourth generation  Unknown  female  Qing dynasty  Unknown  Shitang village  the fifth generation  Unknown  female  Qing dynasty  Unknown  Shitang village  the sixth generation  Liu Suchun  female  1908  Unknown  Shitang village  the seventh generation  Tan Caixia  female  1923  Unknown  Shitang village  Zhang Xibi  female  1928  illiteracy  Shitang village  Bian Meizai  female  1928  illiteracy  Shitang village  the eighth generation  Li Dingmei  female  1935  primary school  Shitang village  Che Meihua  female  1935  primary school  Shitang village  Li Caiji  female  1936  primary school  Shitang village  the ninth generation  Zhu Xinju  female  1940  junior high It is said that there were eleven song halls in Shitang Village during the peak of sister Yue's song in Ming Dynasty. There are usually 30 to 40 members in each song hall. The members of each song hall are composed either due to family factors, congeniality, or neighborhood factors. On every Mid-Autumn Festival in August, members of the
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singing circle gather together to dispatch the Sister Yue's song circle through inviting the gods of the Sister Yue in the folklore to exchange emotions, express their feelings, and pin down the pursuit of a better life. Based on this, the inheritance genealogy is not complete and accurate. The Shuangfeng Village and Li's ancestral temple of the new house in the table are also cultural appellation generated under the concern of various sides such as intangible cultural heritage.
III. FIELD INVESTIGATION OF INHERITORS OF INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE SISTER YUE'S SONG IN SHITANG
Tan Caixia (1923-2017), born in Dongtang, Renhua County, and has a rich family. Tan Caixia is clever and studious since childhood. Influenced by her family, she knows melody and learns to sing sister Yue's song at the age of 6. She is betrothed when still in womb of mother to Li at 20. Tan Caixia is happy to teach the sisters of the ancient village the sister Yue's song, which reflects the production, life and emotion of women. In 1974, Tan Caixia assisted Li Zhaohuan, captain of the Literary Propaganda Team of the Battalion, in collecting materials and recordings of sister Yue's song for the Guangdong Music Research Office. In 1980, together with the Cultural Bureau of Renhua County, she collected the materials of sister Yue's song and compiled "four sets of integration" (stories, ballads, dances, and instrumental music). In 2004, she set up "sister Yue's song circle" in Shitang. In 2005, she organized "sister Yue's song" team to take part in various performances in Guangdong, Shaoguan and Renhua counties, including "Folk Culture Special Documentary Film" filmed by CCTV, "Travel through Shaoguan" filmed by Shaoguan TV Station and so on. In October 2007, Tan Caixia led the "sister Yue's song" team to take part in the provincial-level scientific and cultural activities jointly organized by Guangdong provincial cultural department, Guangdong provincial science and technology department, and Guangdong provincial committee of communist youth league, and won the honor of "the first Guangdong rural youth scientific and cultural activity month outstanding work" Since 2008, sister Yue's song has ushered in a golden period of development. Tan Caixia actively assisted the cultural department to do a good job in the collection and training of sister Yue's song, often instructed sister Yue's song Troupe to perform, and made a great contribution to the inheritance and development of sister Yue's song. In 2009, she assisted the culture department of the county and town successively to declare the sister Yue's song to be listed in the Intangible Cultural Heritage List of Shaoguan City, Guangdong Province. At the age of 86, she insisted on arranging and inheriting sister Yue's song in the form of oral teaching and recording by others and assisted the cultural department of Shitang town in arranging and composing standardizing lyrics and guiding performances of sister Yue's song. The works she participated in compiling and singing, such as "Season Song", "New Tea Collection" and "A Stalk", were widely circulated in Shitang ancient village. As a result, she has become the highest-rated and most prestigious person with the strongest organizing ability in sister Yue's song circle, and she also becomes the seventh generation of Yuejie's singing circles.
She 
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Festival in Heyuan in Guangdong Province and win the Silver Award and so on.
Li Yuqing, female, with Han nationality, was born in Shitang town in August 1959. Growing up under the influence of "sister Yue's song" in Shitang, she began to learn sister Yue's song from the old people in the village when she was five or six years old. At that time, older people generally can sing sister Yue's song. Owing to the lack of recreation, the old people also sing sister Yue's song when they are doing farm work. Li Yuqing's grandmother, Tan Qiubi, was one of the singers who collected and sorted out sister Yue's song in early years. What was strange was that there was no name for her in the genealogy of application for the list of world heritage. "At the time of the Cultural Revolution, it was not allowed to sing sister Yue's song. Later on, some old people began to learn again," says Li After more than ten years of development, the Yide hall sister Yue team has nine teachers, divided into daily teaching and the summer and winter vacation children teaching. Children can apply voluntarily without charge. The age of students is about 5-12 years old, and there are 25 students attending formally in 2017. In the course, the members of sister Yue hall will take turns as teachers. They will teach the students to sing sister Yue's song, perform the dance of sister Yue's song and study the knowledge of history of sister Yue's song by oral teaching. Teaching time is 13:00--15:30 in the afternoon, and the teaching place in the Li ancestral hall for one month. So far, two stages of teaching have been completed. In addition to teaching inheritance, the students also actively participate in the art performance in Renhua County, and Shitang Town and so on.
The other is the teaching base of middle School in Shuangfeng billage in Shitang, which is headed by Dai Lianfeng. In 2017, Middle School of Shuangfeng Village in Shitang set up a Sister Yue team with 22 students. Some members participate voluntarily, some are selected by school teachers, and some are recommended by parents. The mode of teaching singing began when Dai Lianfeng went to the school for teaching and singing. Later, because the farm work was busy, and because the inheritors were strongly opposed to, now the school teacher go to Dai Lianfeng's home to record the sister Yue's song and teach them in class.
From this, it can be seen that the singing place, time, function and the overall background of faith of sister Yue's song have changed greatly, and the survival environment of Yuejie singing culture has been lost, so it will be inevitably difficult to maintain the genuineness of cultural inheritance.
V. CONCLUSION
Moon worship originates from the primitive celestial body worship. The moon is a feminine synonym, and the moon is "lunar", as a female symbol. In the Tang Dynasty, the custom of Mid-Autumn Festival and worship of the moon is extremely prosperous, and to the Song Dynasty, the worship activities in the court and the folk get much scale. Currently, there are still some historic sites such as the Moon Pavilion, the Moon Altar and the Moon Tower. After the Ming and Qing Dynasties, the activities of worship of the Moon are even grander. Shitang sister Yue's Song has been full of mysterious moon worship activities since its birth,
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development and circulation. Nowadays, sister Yue's Song, as a sign of Shitang tourism culture, has been changed from a solemn female sacrifice ceremony to a popular group form of relaxed entertainment. The protection of cultural ecology is an important guarantee for the sustainable development of traditional folk music activities. However, under the attention of intangible cultural heritage protection, the creation of folk festivals not only destroys the original timedomain functional culture, but also wastes a lot of money. The normal folk cultural life has become the economic product of exaggeration and appearance. Inheritors receive a monthly subsidy, but there is no self-esteem and conscious choice to train a good inheritance successor, and there is a trend of joining the commercial performance.
